Workshop: World Day of Remembrance

DATE: 3.4.2017
TIME: 15:00 - 16:30
CONTENT:
- Intro (Brigitte Chaudhry)
- Report of 22 years of activities (Jeannot Mersch)
- Decade to remember: 5 Pillars - 5 Slogans (video)
- WDR Importance for Victims (Yolanda Domenech)
- WDR in Philippines (May Altarejos Cueva)
- Future of WDR (Manuel Ramos)
- Q & A Discussions and Recommendations (ALL)

SPEAKERS:
Brigitte CHAUDHRY FEVR / WDR founder by 5’ video
Manuel RAMOS, ACA-M / Global Alliance / FEVR
Yolanda DOMENECH PAT A PAT / FEVR
Jeannot MERSCH FEVR
May Altarejos Cueva PROJECT C.A.R.E.S. Philippines

Every 3. Sunday of November is World Day of Remembrance for Road Traffic Victims

The common slogan suggested for the “UN Decade of Action for Road Safety 2011-2020 is: From Global Remembrance to Global Action. Let's make 2011-2020 a Decade to remember!

with 10 main themes, based on the 5 Pillars of the Global Plan for the Decade, every year till 2020

Initiated by Brigitte CHAUDHRY at RoadPeace in the UK and observed for ten years from 1993 by victim organisations under the umbrella of the European Federation of Road Traffic Victims (FEVR), this Remembrance Day was set up to highlight the devastation caused by road crashes, give recognition to the suffering and neglect of road crash victims and thank all those who assist victims in the aftermath of a crash.

World Day observance has already spread to all continents and is extending to more countries on each continent with every year. This Day is not only significant for bereaved and injured victims and all those supporting them, but gradually it has also come to be seen by many others as an important day on which to highlight the huge scale of road death and injury, its impact and cost, and as an opportunity for taking action.

www.worlddayofremembrance.org